Email flow at UVM.edu

- Mail from off-campus going to UVM.edu
- Mail from on-campus going to UVM.edu
- Mail from on-campus going off-campus
- UVM affiliates reading their mail

Off campus/non-UVM

smtp.uvm.edu -> badger.uvm.edu

Virus/spam gateways
- groundhog.uvm.edu
- woodchuck.uvm.edu

Penguin cluster
- penguin1.uvm.edu
- penguin2.uvm.edu
- penguin3.uvm.edu
- penguin4.uvm.edu
- penguin5.uvm.edu
- penguin6.uvm.edu

UVM affiliates

in-mailgw.uvm.edu

imap.uvm.edu

webmail.uvm.edu